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Numerical and Experimental
Study of Strain Rate Effects in
Laser Forming
Experimental investigation and numerical simulation of the influence of the strain ra
laser forming are presented. To isolate and effectively study the strain rate effects,
are temperature dependent, a ‘‘constant peak temperature’’ method is developed wi
aid of numerical modeling and solution. Under the condition of the constant peak
perature, the effects of strain rate on forming efficiency, residual stress and hardne
the formed parts are studied both experimentally and numerically. In the nume
model, the temperature dependence and strain-rate dependence of the flow stre
other material properties are considered. The simulation results are consistent wit
experimental observations.@S1087-1357~00!01004-2#
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1 Introduction
Laser forming is a process in which laser-induced thermal

tortion is used to form sheet metal without a hard forming tool
external forces. It is therefore a flexible forming technique su
able for low-volume production and/or rapid prototyping of she
metal, as well as for adjusting and aligning sheet metal com
nents@1#. Aerospace, shipbuilding, microelectronics and autom
tive industries have shown interest. A simple type of the la
forming is straight-line laser bending~Fig. 1! and more involved
shapes can also be generated by the process.

Understanding various aspects of laser forming is a challeng
problem of considerable theoretical and practical interest. Exp
mental and theoretical investigations have been reported to un
stand the mechanisms involved in laser forming. The propo
mechanisms are the temperature gradient mechanism~TGM! @2#,
buckling mechanism~BM! @3#, and upsetting mechanism depen
ing on operation conditions, material properties and workpi
geometry. A number of analytical models were derived to pred
the bending angleab ~Fig. 1! in the straight-line laser bending@2#.
Some of the models are in reasonable agreement with experim
tal results. More detailed studies were conducted via numer
investigations. Vollertsen et al.@4#, Hsiao et al.@5#, and Alberti
et al. @6# simulated the process using the finite element or fin
difference method. In these numerical studies, the bending a
was computed and compared reasonably with experimenta
sults. Additional information, such as temperature, stress
strain distribution and time history, were also extracted for m
detailed analysis. Parametric studies of process parameters, w
piece geometry and material properties on the laser forming
cess were reported, such as influence of strain hardening@7#, and
edge effects@8,9#. Issues of working accuracy@10#, and aerospace
alloy application@11# have also been reported.

The effects of strain rate in the laser forming, however, ha
not been studied in detail. In the laser forming, the strain r
could reach two per second under commonly used laser po
levels and laser scanning velocities. Although this level of str
rate is not high as compared with that experienced in some o
metal forming processes, temperature in the laser forming co
rise close to the melting point of the workpiece material.
known, the strain rate at elevated temperatures has much h
influence on the material flow stress than at lower temperatu
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The influence on the flow stress translates to that on the form
process and properties of the formed parts, including resid
stresses and hardness of the formed parts.

Experimental results showed that the bend angleab in the
straight-line laser bending is directly proportional tov20.63 for
low-carbon steel plates@2# or v20.54 for aluminum metals@11#
wherev is the laser scanning velocity~therefore associated with
the strain rate!. The main reason that the bend angle decrea
with increasing velocity is that the laser energy input per unit tim
reduces when the scanning velocity increases. The bend a
decrease is also due to flow stress increase because the high
velocity, the higher the strain rate, which causes the flow stres
rise. Therefore, aforementioned relationships represent the eff
of both the input energy and the strain rate on the bending p
cess. One may lead to think that a better approach to explore
strain rate effects is to ensure a constant laser energy input
unit length, that is, to keep the line energy,P/v, constant, where
P is the laser power. If the units ofP andv are W and m/s, the
unit of the line energy is J/m. Under the condition of constant li
energy, although the laser energy input per unit length is k
constant, the net energy input available for the forming purpo
may still vary due to different time available for heat dissipatio
associated with different scanning velocities. Therefore, the id
scenario is to ensure thenetenergy input available for the forming
purpose constant while the strain rate is varied. In this way
strain rate effects can be isolated and studied without interfere
of other variables.

In this work, strain rate effects in laser bending are stud
under the condition of ‘‘constant peak temperature,’’ that is, t
combinations of laser power and scanning velocity are so de
mined that the peak temperature reached at the top surface o
laser scanned workpiece remains constant. In this way the
energy input available for the forming purpose can be kept
proximately constant under different scanning velocity~strain

e

Fig. 1 Schematic of straight-line laser bending
AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 445
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rate!. A numerical model based on the finite element method
developed to aid the determination of the process parameter
ues that give the constant peak temperature. The same mod
also used to predict the effects of strain rate on bending angle
residual stress among others. The numerical results are ex
mentally validated.

2 Strain Rate and Effects
For a given temperature, the strain rate in terms of tensor«=̇ can

be written as

«=̇5
1

2 S ]vI
]xI

1S ]vI
]xI D

TD (1)

where vI is the particle velocity vector and is defined asvI
5]xI /]t when the Lagrangian viewpoint is taken,xI is the spatial
position vector of a material particle at timet, and]vI /]xI is the
velocity gradient, all in the current configuration. The strain r
can be decomposed as

«=̇5«=̇ el1«=̇ pl (2)

where«=̇ el and«=̇ pl are the elastic and inelastic strain rate, provid
that the principal values of the elastic strain«I el are much smaller
than unity, which is true for most metallic materials. When t
thermal strain rate«=̇ th has to be considered, the additive strain ra
decomposition can be extended as

«=̇5«=̇ el1«=̇ pl1«=̇ th (3)

provided that the elastic and thermal strains are relatively sm
The strain due to creep is not considered here because o
nature of the laser forming process.

The relation between strain« i j and stresss i j under plastic de-
formation can be written as

d« i j 5~dl!
] f

]s i j
(4)

wheredl is the proportionality factor~plastic compliance!, f is
the yield function and temperature is not considered. When V
Mises criterion is applied forf, Eq. ~4! takes the following form.

d«1 :d«2 :d«35@s12
1
2~s21s3!#:@s22

1
2~s31s1!#:

@s32
1
2~s11s2!# (5)

wheres1 , s2 , ands3 are the principal stresses.
The stress and strain tensor,s i j and « i j , can be decompose

into their mean portions and their deviatoric portions, that iss
5s i i /3, «5« i i /3, si j 5s i j 2d i j s, and ei j 5« i j 2d i j «, where s
and« are mean portion,si j andei j are deviatoric portions, andd i j
is the Kronecker delta. For work-hardening materials, the relat
ship between deviatoric stress and plastic strain rateėi j

pl by tak-
ing into consideration of temperature influence can be written
terms of tensor@12#.

ėi j
pl50, if f ,0, or if f 50 and S ] f

]si j
ṡi j 1

] f

]T
ṪD,0

(6)

ėi j
pl52

1

] f

]ei j
pl

S ] f

]skl
ṡkl1

] f

]T
ṪD ,

if f 50 and S ] f

]si j
ṡi j 1

] f

]T
ṪD>0

Equation~6! represents the general relation of stress, strain
their rates, in terms of tensor and with temperature considera
In practice, however, similar relationships are often empirica
determined under the one-dimensional condition and applie
multidimensional cases using the concept of equivalent stress
446 Õ Vol. 122, AUGUST 2000
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strain. Much effort therefore has been made to determine the
stress dependence on strain rate and temperature for the
dimensional case.

For a deformation process of metals with a stress,s, and tem-
perature,T, the strain rate,«̇, is given by@13#

«̇5KS sinhS Vs

RTD D 1/m

e2Q/RT (7)

whereK is a constant,V a constant with dimensions of volume,R
the gas constant,m the strain-rate sensitivity exponent, andQ the
activation energy. Ifs!RT/V, Eq. ~7! can be rewritten as

s5C8«̇memQ/RT5C«̇m (8)

where both coefficientC and strain-rate sensitivity exponentm
depend on temperature and material.

3 Numerical Simulation
To simulate the strain rate effects in laser forming, reasona

values of the strain-rate sensitivity exponentm, which is
temperature-dependent, are necessary. The following equation
be obtained from Eq.~8!

m5 ln
s2

s1
Yln

«̇2

«̇1
(9)

andm can therefore be experimentally determined. Many emp
cal expressions for the sensitivity exponentm have been proposed
for different materials and temperature ranges. An example
low carbon steels at relatively higher temperatures is@14#

m5
~T2873!

4,3302895 sinh~C!
10.034 (10)

whereT is absolute temperature andC carbon content in terms o
weight percentage.

In this work, however, strain-rate and temperature depend
flow stress is directly determined because the numerical so
used requires the flow stress instead ofm as an input. Since low
carbon steels are of interest in this work, the following empiric
relations of the flow stress,s, are adopted@15,16#. These relation-
ships were obtained through uniaxial tension and/or compres
tests at certain temperatures.

For 293 K,T,573 K

s5ss1~8.211.3«•e20.0135«!•~0.97e0.0007«̇ !•~1.1420.0023T!
(11)

wheress is the static yield stress at 293 K.
For T.293 K

s5A~T!S «̇

1000D
0.0195

«0.21 (12)

whereA(T) is

A~T!51394e20.00118•T1339 expS 20.0000184S T2S 943

123.5 ln
«̇

1000D D
2D (13)

The main assumptions used in the numeral simulation of la
forming are as follows. The materials simulated in this work a
isotropic and continuous. Plastic deformation generated hea
small as compared to energy input in the laser forming so that
negligible. During the entire laser forming process, no melt
takes place. The forming process is symmetrical about the la
scanning path~Fig. 1!.

The boundary conditions used include the top surface be
cooled by a weak gas flow. The remaining surfaces are coo
through free convection with atmosphere. Across the symme
plane~theX-Z plane in Fig. 1!, the movement of materials in th
Transactions of the ASME
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Y direction does not occur. The symmetric surface is under
adiabatic condition. Surface heat flux followsq5q(xI ,t), surface
convectionq5h(T2T0), whereh5h(xI ,t) is the film coefficient,
and T05T0(xI ,t) the surrounding temperature, and radiationq
5A((T2Tz)42(T02Tz)4), whereA is the radiation constant and
Tz the absolute zero on the temperature scale used.

The finite element numerical analysis was made using c
ABAQUS version 5.7-1. The simulation of the laser forming pr
cess was realized by a thermal-structure analysis. For thermal
structural analysis, the same mesh model is used. In order to s
late the shear process in the laser forming, a three-dimension
ement with twenty nodes was used because this kind of elem
has no shear locking and hourglass stiffness and is also com
ible with thermal stress analysis. A user-defined FORTRAN p
gram was necessary to model the heat source input from
Gaussian laser beam.

4 Experiment
As discussed early, in order to study the strain rate effects in

isolated manner, it is desirable to create conditions under wh
strain rate may vary but net energy input available for the form
purpose remains constant. To approximate the scenario, a con
peak temperature method was devised. In determining the pro
parameters for the condition of constant peak temperature, se
values of the scanning velocities were specified first~Table 1!. A
targeted peak temperature at the top surface of the workpi
1,030°C, was also specified. For each velocity, the correspon
laser power was iteratively determined using the numerical sim
lation. The criterion used in the determination was whethe
power level in combination with a specified velocity will approx
mately yield the targeted peak temperature. If not, the iteratio
continued. The seven power levels determined using this pro
dure are listed in Table 1. The predicted peak temperature un
five of them is shown in Fig. 4.

Please note that for a specific combination of velocity a
power, the peak temperature remains approximately cons
throughout the scanning path except at both ends of the path@9#.
This fact makes the constant peak temperature method pos
where the peak temperature refers to the peak tempera
throughout the path and ignores the temperature change at
ends of the path.

For comparison purpose, key experimental results under
condition of constant line energy@17# are also included in Section
5 below. The conditions listed in Table 2 are for 10 J/mm.

Laser bending experiments were carried out with a PRC1
CO2 laser system with the maximum power of 1.5 kW. The d
tribution of the power density is Gaussian (TEM00). The diameter
of the laser beam used is 4 mm, which is defined as the diam
at which the power density becomes 1/e2 of the maximum power
value. The samples were made of low carbon steel AISI 1010
80 mm by 40 mm by 0.89 mm in size, with 40 mm along th
scanning direction. The samples were first cleaned using prop
and then coated with graphite following the procedure reported
Arnet and Vollertson@3#. The absorption coefficient of 0.6 re
ported by them was used in the numerical simulation of this wo
The temperature dependency of the absorption characteristics
not considered. The geometry of the samples was measured b
and after laser forming using a coordinate measuring mach
During the laser scanning, the samples were clamped at one
~Fig. 1!. The bend angle may vary slightly along the scanni

Table 1 Experimental and simulation condition under con-
stant peak temperature
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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direction and an average angle was calculated for each sam
after measuring at a few locations along the scanning direct
The residual stress was measured using X-ray diffractometry.

5 Results and Discussion
The results under the condition of constant line energy

briefly presented first~Figs. 2 and 3! as a comparison. These re
sults except the simulation results of bending angle without c
sideration of the strain rate effects~the dotted line in Fig. 2! are
from Li and Yao@17#. The rest of results are obtained under th
condition of constant peak temperature. All results of temperatu
strain and stress are for the scanning path of a workpiece, at
top surface, middle plane, bottom surface or throughout the th
ness direction as noted in the figures.

5.1 Constant Line Energy. Figure 2 shows the variation o
bend angle with scanning speed under the constant line energ
10 J/mm~Table 2!. It is seen that at lower velocities, the ben
angle is smaller despite the line energy being held constant. T

Fig. 2 Experimental and numerical bend angle under constant
line energy

Fig. 3 Simulated time histories of temperature under the con-
dition of constant line energy †17‡

Table 2 Experimental and simulation condition under con-
stant line energy
AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 447
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is because when the scanning velocity is lower the throu
thickness temperature gradient is smaller. This in turn makes
difference between the thermally induced distortions at the
and bottom surfaces smaller. More importantly, heat dissipatio
more significant at lower speeds and that makes the efficienc
the forming process to decrease. The numerical results clo
agree with the experimental data.

Shown in Fig. 2 in a dotted line is the predicated bend an
without considering the strain rate effects on the flow stress~the
temperature dependency of the flow stress still considered!. It can
be seen that the predicted bending angle is larger without con
ering the strain rate effects obviously because the increase in
flow stress due to strain rate was left out and therefore lar
deformations were predicted. It is also interesting to note that
relative terms, the bending angle discrepancy at high veloci
with and without strain rate consideration is smaller than tha
lower velocities. This is because, when the velocity increas
both temperature~Fig. 3! and strain rate increased. The form
caused the flow stress to decrease and the latter caused the
stress to increase. At high velocities, the effect of the former w
more dominant and as a result the bending angle discrepancy
and without strain rate consideration is relatively smaller.

Shown in Fig. 3 are simulated time histories of temperature
the top surface of the workpiece along the scanning path. As s
the peak temperature increases with the velocity even when
line energy is kept constant. This is obviously due to less h
dissipation at the higher velocities. In addition, the temperat
difference between the top and bottom surfaces increases
velocity for the same reason.

Figures 2 and 3 show that, at higher velocities, the strain r
increases and so does the temperature. The increase of strai
causes increase of flow stress but the increase of tempera
causes flow stress to fall. It is therefore difficult to pinpoint th
effects of the strain rate. The rest of results are obtained unde
condition of constant peak temperature.

5.2 Constant Peak Temperature. As seen from Fig. 4, for
the specified velocities, the laser power levels were determi
via the simulation to give approximately the same peak tempe
ture of 1,030°C at the top surface of workpiece~Table 1!. Al-
though the same peak temperature at the top surface does
necessarily mean the same temperature distribution and the
process, the method of constant temperature ensures that the
of temperature on flow stress is relatively small and allows one
focus on studying the effects of strain rate~scanning velocity!.

It is worth pointing out that under the condition of consta
peak temperature, the laser power still increases with the scan
velocity but does not increase as fast as under the condition
constant line energy. The line energy therefore decreases

Fig. 4 Simulated time histories of temperature at the top sur-
face under the condition of constant peak temperature
448 Õ Vol. 122, AUGUST 2000
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increase of the scanning velocity~Fig. 5!. This is quite under-
standable because the more significant heat dissipation at lo
velocities requires higher line energy to reach the same p
temperature.

Figure 6 compares the simulation and experimental results
the bend angle vs. velocity. In Fig. 7, a comparison of numeri
simulation and experimental results is made for theY-axis residual

Fig. 5 Experimental values of line energy and laser power un-
der the condition of constant peak temperature

Fig. 6 FEM and experimental bend angle under the condition
of constant peak temperature

Fig. 7 FEM and X-ray diffraction measurement of residual
stress for the samples scanned under the condition of constant
peak temperature
Transactions of the ASME
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stress on the top surface of the workpiece. The yield stress of
material used at room temperature is about 265 MPa. In b
figures, the simulation results agree with experimental meas
ments. The trends, namely, the bend angle decreasing and res
stress increasing with the increase of scanning velocity~strain
rate! are consistent with the understanding of the forming mec
nisms. They will be further explained, along with results of stra
rate and stress time history.

Shown in Fig. 6 in a dotted line is the predicted bending an
without considering the strain rate effects. Similar to Fig. 2, t
predicted bending angle is larger without considering the str
rate effects obviously because the increase in the flow stress
to strain rate was left out and therefore larger deformations w
predicted. Different from Fig. 2 is that, in relative terms, the ben
ing angle discrepancy at high velocities with and without stra
rate consideration is larger than that at lower velocities. This

Fig. 8 Typical simulated time histories of plastic strains in the
Y direction

Fig. 9 Simulated plastic strain in Y direction under the condi-
tion of constant peak temperature
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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because the temperature remained about the same over the
velocity range under this constant peak temperature condition,
therefore the discrepancy was due to the strain rate effects al
As a result, discrepancy with and without the strain rate cons
eration is relatively larger at larger strain rates~at higher
velocities!.

Figure 8 presents a typical simulation result of the time histo
of plastic strains in theY direction. As seen, the plastic strain i
compressive on the upper surface and tensile on the lower surf
which is quite typical for laser forming under the temperatu
gradient mechanism~TGM!. A steep thermal gradient through th
thickness leads to a much higher tendency of thermal expansio
the top surface. But the surrounding workpiece material restr
the expansion, resulting significant plastic deformation near
top surface. At the cooling stage, the material that has been c
pressed in the upper layers contracts so that a shortening of t
layers make the workpiece bend towards the laser beam, while
lower layers undergo a slight tension~sometimes a slight com-
pression resulted from the heating stage remains!.

Figure 9~a! shows a typical simulation contour plot of plasti
strain at the symmetric plane. Due to space limitation, only
portion of the plane~0.89 mm thick and 40 mm long!, was shown.
Figure 9~b! shows that, as the scanning velocity increases,
compressive plastic deformation at top surface becomes sma
This is obviously due to the increase in strain rate associated w
the increased velocity~Fig. 10!. The increased strain rate in tur
causes the increase in flow stress, which makes bending m
difficult at the increased velocity. Note that under the const
peak temperature condition, the results in Fig. 9~b! primarily rep-
resent the effect of strain rate on flow stress because the effe
temperature on flow stress can be neglected. Comparing Fig
and 10, it can be seen that the bend angle decreases abo
percent for the nearly doubled strain rate. As seen from Fig. 9~b!,
the maximum plastic strain is about 0.016, while the correspo
ing elastic strain~not shown! is about an order of magnitude
smaller than the plastic strain.

5.3 Residual Stress. To understand the increase in th
Y-axis residual stresses with velocity~Fig. 7!, the time history of
temperature,Y-axis plastic strain, andY-axis stress for low and
high strain rate cases~V580 mm/s,P5800 W, andV5170 mm/s,
P51130 W! are plotted in Fig. 11. Note that all quantities in Fig
7 and 11 are for the top surface on the scanning path where m
changes take place during forming than at the bottom surface
seen in Fig. 11, the temperature profiles are expectedly very s
lar between the two cases because these cases are determin
have the same peak temperature in the first place. But the s
rate and in turn the flow stress are quite different between the
cases.

Fig. 10 Simulated strain rate in Y direction under the condi-
tion of constant peak temperature
AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 449
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It can be seen from the time history of stress that, with
imminent arrival of the laser beam, a small tensile stress
develops due to the expansion of the preceding area, whic
being heated by the laser. With the laser beam arrival and t
perature rise, material tends to expand but undergoes signifi
compressive stress due to mechanical constraints of the surro
ing material. When temperature rises further, the flow stress
creases and plastic deformation accrues, which releases the
pressive stress and the absolute value of the compressive s
starts to reduce. After the temperature reaches its maximum v
the material contracts due to the reduced temperature and
stress starts to change towards being tensile. At the same time
tensile stress continues to rise as the material immediately a
is being heated up by the laser beam and expands. Since the
stress associated with the high velocity~strain rate! is higher, the
tensile stress due to the thermal expansion of the material im
diately ahead also rises higher. As a result, the residual s
corresponding to the high velocity remains higher than that for
low velocity, although in both cases the stress falls slightly
cause of the contraction of the material immediately ahead.
effect of strain rate on residual stress, however, is relatively m
erate. As seen from Figs. 7 and 10, when the strain rate is ne
doubled between the lower and higher speed cases, the res
stress increases by about 15 percent.

5.4 Hardness. The hardness of the deformed workpiece
measured at the top surface along the scanning path~Fig. 12!. The
measurement is taken 6 days after the forming is done. As s
the hardness decreases with the increase of velocity~shown in
brackets!, because of the effect of work hardening. At lower v
locities, the strain rate and thus flow stress is lower, resulting
higher plastic strain. The higher plastic strain leads to more
nificant work hardening. A simple calculated relationship betwe

Fig. 11 Simulated results for comparison of the effect of high
and low strain rate on residual stress
450 Õ Vol. 122, AUGUST 2000
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the hardness and plastic strain is also superposed on Fig. 12
agrees with the measurement data. The calculation is based o
well known empirical relationship between stress and hardnes
well as s5K8«n, where« is the simulated plastic strain,n the
work-hardening exponent for low carbon steel, andK8 constant.

6 Conclusions
Laser forming simulation and experiments are conducted un

the condition of constant peak temperature, which largely isola
the effects of strain rate from that of temperature. Strain rate in
laser forming process may not be very high~about 1 /sec. in this
work! but the temperature involved is high~up to 1,030°C in this
work!. This makes the strain rate effects on flow stress and t
deformation in the laser forming process quite significant. T
bend angle decreased by about 30 percent for nearly dou
strain rate under the conditions used. Simulation results with
without consideration of the strain rate effects are compared
the difference is indicative of the necessity of considering t
strain rate effects. Residual stress in theY direction increased
moderately with strain rate. For the nearly doubled strain ra
residual stress increases by about 15 percent under the condi
used. With the same strain rate increase, the hardness at the
diated surface of the formed samples decreased by about 7 pe
due to the reduced work hardening.
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